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Executive Summary
The purpose of this study is to optimize a set of distributed energy resources (DERs) on an electric utility
distribution level feeder. A DER is a decentralized resource, usually located at end-use electric utility
customer sites, that stores or generates electricity – such as batteries and rooftop photovoltaic solar, or
in the case of demand response, in which the utility has the ability to manage electricity consumption to
the benefit of distribution grid operation. The aggregation and optimization of a set of DERs of disparate
operating characteristics, over a period of three years is performed and the methods employed explained.
This aggregation of DERs is evaluated to determine if the required performance characteristics are present
to meet specific distribution operation needs. In this case, the peak electricity demand experienced on
the feeder exceeds its capacity to supply energy from the bulk electricity grid, and a portfolio of seven
DER types is evaluated over the course of two peak winter and two peak summer days for a period of
three years. The optimization model selects the lowest cost portfolio of DERs based on the fixed and
variable costs of these resources, and their operating characteristics. If the portfolio is capable of meeting
the load service requirements, utility planners may compare DER costs against alternative means of these
requirements such as upgrading substation or distribution line equipment.
This study researched the methodology surrounding new planning methods such as distribution resources
planning (DRP) form the perspectives of both public and private organizations to understand where the
topic currently stands in terms of development, maturity, and need for additional research. The literature
review sought to understand the perspectives of stakeholders as well as the supporting methodologies
for construction of distribution and DER optimization models. One thing was clear - there were no
definitive optimization plans for DERs, and many studies could only make recommendations based on
limitations and assumptions outlined in models constructed for specific and often limited purposes.
The model presented here furthers the DER optimization research by creating a scalable model that
selects a feasible portfolio of incremental DERs to meet a load growth on a hypothetical feeder while
simultaneously minimizing the cost of the given portfolio. Our results show that there is a sound business
case to be made in certain instances for a utility provider to implement incremental DERs to satisfy load
growth as an alternative to proceeding with a traditional asset project such as a transformer or
distribution circuit conductor replacement.
The output of the model demonstrated that a feasible DER solution is possible given the inputs and
constraints we assigned, and the total cost may be compared against the cost of the alternative
2

investment. The cost for upgrading a feeder can vary significantly and so the model output should be
evaluated for each specific case. It was found that the option that minimizes the cost of the overall
collection of DERs utilizes a significant amount of demand response and back up diesel generators. Two
additional scenarios were run showing the effect of a carbon tax on the power generator from the diesel
generators and one with increased summer load. These results further proved the results of the base case
and allow for additional factors to evaluate.
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Introduction
A recent upward trend in expenditures by electric utilities to maintain, modernize and expand their
distribution networks (generally 4 kV - 40 kV), to improve reliability, address new grid dynamics caused
by high penetration of Distributed Energy Resource (DER) technologies, and respond to legislative action
and regulatory directives have caused utilities to place an increased emphasis on new planning methods
such as distribution resource planning (DRP) [1], [2]
A DER can be classified as either a real asset – supplying power – or virtual asset – supplying electricity
load management – that may be used to balance supply and demand, and provide other services thereby
assisting utilities in operating their distribution networks. The DRP method seeks to analyze and optimize
a wider range of both traditional assets and emerging DER technologies to better accomplish utility
planning goals. These goals may include compliance with environmental regulations, improving
distribution system reliability, reducing total cost burden on electric utility ratepayers, and integration of
DER technologies [3].
Adoption of DER technologies is leading to changes in how the electrical grid operates, which brings about
many challenges. Additional forces such as market dynamics and changing customer preferences related
to DER market growth have increased these challenges, which range from increased instability in line
voltage to excessive power production during periods of low electricity demand.
Stakeholders that have been working to address these challenges often find themselves in a cost
competitive, and complicated regulatory environment, which minimizes the ability to achieve meaningful
solutions. One way to solve this challenging problem is by incorporating DRP into traditional electric utility
planning procedures such that the attributes of available DERs are best utilized to accomplish planning
goals. To date, one of the challenges facing wide-scale adoption has been effectively communicating the
business case for DER integration, including technology types, and delivering accurate modelling
techniques to assist key decision-makers make well informed determinations around implementation.
In this study, we introduce a planning tool and application methodology that may be used as a component
of DRP whereby planners may analyze and optimize use of DERs as reliability assets. The objective of this
study is to minimize the cost of implementing DERs as a reliability solution on a single, hypothetical 0.8
MVA feeder that is experiencing growth in electricity consumption. Use of DERs are considered as an
option that utility planners may use to maintain reliability on the study feeder when a load profile is used
that exceeds the feeder’s 0.8 MVA capacity.
5

In this study, we do not address the specific capacity limitation that constrains the feeder to an 0.8 MVA
reference level of electrical capacity from the bulk grid. The purpose of this study is to demonstrate model
capability to co-optimize the fixed and variable costs of implementing and operating DERs to serve load
in excess of the reference capacity supply level. The model optimally dispatched the portfolio of DERs to
meet load profiles during two independent peak-load events consisting of two days each: one in winter
and the other in summer. Engineering judgement was used when constructing all values in the model.
The model optimizes DER dispatch to meet load profiles during two peak events; winter and summer, in
the form of an easy-to-understand LP model with two main decision variable outputs:
The model consists of a mixed integer linear programming optimization using Microsoft Excel and the
OpenSolver add-in set to a branch and bound tolerance of within 2% of the global optimal solution. Model
output includes the following two main decision variable types:
1. 3-year forward minimized total cost of optimized set of DERs, known as ‘model portfolio’
comprised of resources of differing fixed capital cost, variable operating cost, an operation
characteristics including kWh energy limitations and maximum kW power output limitations.
2. Intra-day optimization of this resource portfolio during peak-load days such that all capacity
constraints are satisfied.

Background and Related Work
Many investigations have been conducted and are underway into the prospect of integration and
utilization of DERs in utility planning and operations. These studies examine a wide range of benefits
derived from both DER implementation and optimization techniques. Optimization is widely used in the
planning and operation of the high voltage (100 kV – 500 kV) transmission networks operated by
Independent System Operators in North America. These organizations run energy markets that utilize
mixed integer linear programming models to optimize power grid operation toward a lowest total cost
objective function while respecting detailed reliability constraints. [4] At the distribution level however,
optimization is not as widely used. Study and implementation of distribution network models and
optimization programming applied to control of distribution networks and DERs remains is at its early
stages [5].
On area of specific interest at the distribution level is use of DERs as an alternative to traditional
equipment upgrades (such as transformers, other substation components, and distribution circuit
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conductors). Interest in this possibility may stem from a variety of causes as utilities’ distribution networks
are typically highly heterogenous, but may include 1) higher cost for the equipment upgrades or 2) public
policies put in place to promote use of DERs.
One example case is seen in California investor-owned utilities, which have received direction from the
California Public Utilities Commission to launch processes to evaluate and implement DERs for both of
those reasons under the auspices of their DRPs. These processes – termed distribution infrastructure
deferral frameworks – employ a series of screening procedures to test the feasibility of using DERs in lieu
of an alternative system upgrade. [6] While there a range of power engineering analyses needed, such as
over/under voltage mitigation and protection system coordination, a central element will always be
achieving the required power balance – is there sufficient real power provided by the DERs in every
interval to meet the specific needs identified? This study seeks to develop tools that will assist planners
in analyzing the power balance component of a distribution deferral procedure.

Case Studies
1.

A study by EPRI (Electric Power Resource Institute) found that DERs integrated in the power grid

have many benefits besides the end-user. Such as: reduced fuel costs, reduced need for new equipment
investments, and reduction in harmful emissions. EPRI analyzed the net capital cost and net O&M cost
changes from impacts on both the distribution system and bulk systems. They also analyzed customer and
societal impacts such as reliability improvement, resiliency improvement, customer equipment cost,
reduced/increased emissions, and economic effects. Outcomes of the analysis were monetized making it
easy for all stakeholders to interpret. In conclusion EPRI found DER integration a net societal benefit with
the aggregate of decreased utility cost, customer benefits. But Results from this EPRI case study do not
define which DERs each organization should implement, but only a recommendation that it is cost
effective for each organization to use this information to make their own choices in optimizing DER
integration [7].
2.

The Institute of Energy Economics at the University of Koln used a stochastic investment &

dispatch optimization model to minimize cost of wind and solar energy. They also sought to optimize
conventional renewable storage capacities for solar and wind generated electricity. Considerations for
stochastic data inputs, full load capacity, differing technologies, and geographical limitations were used
in the model. The research group was unable to forecast plant outages and other short-term uncertainties.
And since variation in wind speeds and solar radiation drastically fluctuated the correlation between the
two energy sources, it was decided that a long-term model provided a better trend analysis. This study
7

did not provide a definitive recommendation but took the position that dispatchable renewables (biomass
& geothermal) provided more value than fluctuating renewables (solar & wind) [8].
3.

According to the Smart Electric Power Association (SEPA), DER capabilities are increasing with

advancements in battery technology. They also found that regulations and market necessity are the
greatest influences in optimizing DER use. Economic incentives (tax deductions) are increasing demand
for the end-user population. Utility companies are dedicating entire departments to optimizing and
standardizing DER use. One method to increase transparency in wide-spread implementation is to use
customer-owned grids. These organizations are currently developing new metrics, models, and planning
strategies. These new methods are supposed to fill the knowledge gaps in DER integration such as: Load
impact, implementation time, hosting feasibility, rate restructuring and growth forecasting [9].
4.

The ‘Topological and Electrical Structure of Power Grids’ study from a Penn State and University

of Vermont research team constructed an optimization algorithm to minimize electrical distances in
power grid networks with respect to load & demand. Their minimized distance graphing and non-linear
programming model allowed them to make a cost based decision on whether to add a new feeder to an
existing substation, or build a new substation all together due to load demand and electrical distance.
Their study resulted in a fairly accurate way to forecast power blackout sizes but only with small
communities and not scalable to large grid networks [10].
5.

Kermanshah University of Technology used a stochastic and mixed integer non-linear

programming model to optimize operation strategy and sizing of Battery Energy Storage Systems to
reduce utility cost - Subject to the costs of installing the battery storage and photo-voltaic panels. They
also modeled photo voltaic power output using a probability distribution function in conjunction with a
Monte-Carlo simulation. They used meta-heuristic optimization which yielded local (not global) optimal
results but found that annual cost to the consumer can be decreased by up to 27.8%. They believed their
model was successful enough that further studies should be conducted on other DER types [11].
6.

A study conducted in 2016 by the Dalian University of Technology found that modern designs in

DER systems could lead to different performances on reducing cost, environmental stress, and saving
primary energy. They focused on co/tri-generation groups to select best DER structure, and optimized
types/number of power generation units and absorption chillers. They optimized DER system for a
neighborhood using three types of combined heating and power. Top factors in optimization of DER
system was minimization of total annual cost for instalment, maintenance, and operation. Objective
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function used weighted sum of cost and primary exergy (energy available to be used) input to optimize
DER system. Two objective functions: single objective - annual cost and then multi-objective - cost & CO2
emission/energy efficiency. They stated that mixed-integer linear programming and mixed-integer
nonlinear programming models have been used in DER system studies. This study used mixed-integer
linear programming with binary variables. They created model based on economic and environmental
benefits and gathered data from three typical days representing winter, summer, and mid-season. Utilized
software such as MATLAB. Design constraints included: type and capacity of equipment. Operational
constraints: electricity balance, heating and cooling balance, network balance, and storage. The MILP was
solved using MATLAB ‘branch and bound’ algorithm. The study concluded that distinct types and number
of DERs were identified to meet the energy demand of buildings. The DER system reduced cost by 15.53%
and reduced emissions by 44.51% of the C02 emissions when referenced to the baseline system [12].
All of the above studies have stated their assumptions and considerations. No model is comprehensive,
no model is “correct” as we have learned from this class. Key takeaways from these case studies that
prove more research is needed:
1.

There is no definitive optimization strategy for DERs on the power grid.

2.

A cost savings to consumers and suppliers is possible.

3.

Increased demand for efficient energy storage and dispatch.

Case Definition and Methodology
The basis of the case for this model is a common occurrence for utilities. A feeder requires an upgrade
due to projected growth in the area but because of the location, upgrading the feeder distribution lines
and the transformers is not feasible or may exhibit excessively high costs. The increasing availability and
lowering costs of DERs may make them a desirable substitute. The goal of the model is to minimize the
cost of the distributed resources and to obtain a portfolio that will support the load growth over a threeyear time horizon. Resources can be added over time as the load grows as needed.

Problem Statement
Due to increasing electricity consumption on the study feeder, the reference level of capacity that can be
supplied by the existing equipment will be exceeded in a future year. This could be due to slow, steady
growth such as that caused by addition of residential air conditioners, or a large abrupt increase such as
that caused by connection of a large new building or industrial facility to the existing feeder. While our
model can be used to evaluate either case, the example presented is associated with the latter. Planners
9

need to know if the incremental DERs that could be implemented on the feeder are sufficient to meet the
forecasted load growth that exceeds current feeder supply capability.

Load Profile
The feeder modeled has a maximum supply capacity reference level (representing a constrained
transformer or other equipment) power value of 0.8 MVA in winter and 0.75 MVA in summer, and a load
profile that is proportional to the overall load data that was obtained from public sources. The load profile
was scaled down from the overall service territory load data. One peak day in winter and one peak day in
summer were selected, each of which was repeated for two days to simulate worst case conditions. These
profiles are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 below.

Figure 1: Winter Load Profile
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Figure 2: Summer Load Profile

These load profiles were used for the first year of projected data, then were increased incrementally year
after year based on Portland General Electric predictions reported in its 2016 Integrated Resource Plan.
The area’s two peaking seasons; summer and winter, are expected to see 1.2 and 1.0 percent growth
respectively [13]. Data sources used to construct the load profiles were obtained from the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission Form 714 for PGE’s winter load data, and from the California ISO for summer data.

DER Types
The primary resource types used for this evaluation were battery energy storage, backup (diesel)
generators, demand response, and solar photovoltaic panels mounted on a rooftop. Battery energy, diesel
generators, and demand response were evaluated on two scales: small and large. The small scale was
based on sizing and costs at an individual home/commercial level, and the large scale is based on the
utility scale.
The costs for battery energy storage are summarized in Table 1. The Tesla Powerwall was used as the
home battery based on availability in the United States and the availability of data. The variable costs for
each hour were based on the cost to re-charge the battery. It was assumed that the battery could be
recharged each night when the feeder load was low and there was enough margin on the transformer.
There is a 30% federal rebate for battery energy storage, but it is only applicable if the battery is charged
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by solar. Since we are not guaranteeing that in our model, it was not included [14]. Both batteries were
assumed to last the lifetime of the model.
Table 1

Home Scale Battery
Usable Capacity
13.5 kWh [15]
Duration/Max Power
2.7 hrs / 5 kW
Total Fixed Cost (Battery and Install)
$8,400 [16]
Variable Cost (Cost to dispatch)
$0.10/kWh
Maximum Number to Purchase
10
Utility Scale Battery
Usable Capacity
400 kWh
Duration/Max Power
4 hours / 100 kW
Total Fixed Cost (Battery and Install)
$280,000 [17]
Variable Cost (Cost to dispatch)
$0.10/kWh
Maximum Number to Purchase
5

The costs for solar are summarized in Table 2. Limits on what the solar system could produce were taken
from data from an existing solar rooftop system installed in the Portland, Oregon area. It was assumed
that solar could not be used in the winter because there was no guarantee of the sun shining. It was
assumed that the tax incentives and credits could be taken advantage of. The fed eral rebate of 30% and
the Energy Trust of Oregon rebate of $0.25/W, up to $1500 were included, but the current state of Oregon
residential credit of $1.30 was not included because the program ends at the end of 2017 and the
equipment would have to be purchased by then [18] [19] [20].
Table 2

Distributed Solar PV
Size of Each System
Total Fixed Cost (Panels and Install)
Total Fixed Cost after Rebates
Variable Cost (Cost to dispatch)
Maximum Number to Purchase

9.117 kW
$31,909 [21]
$20,837 [18] [20]
$0/kWh
20

There are two backup generator (BUG) options, depending on what is needed, shown in Table 3 and Table
4. One that can output a larger amount of power for a shorter period of time and one that produces a
smaller amount of energy but for a longer time. Both are limited to 1000 kWh to reflect fuel stock and
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availability and emissions limitations over the two-day time period. The capital costs are expected to be
on the high end, at $800 per kW because of size and intermittency [22].
Currently there is no carbon tax in any state in the U.S. so the cost of power from a diesel generator is
low. Analysis beyond the base case was also completed assuming a carbon tax.

Table 3

Small Backup Generator
Usable Capacity
1000 kWh
Duration/Max Power
13.3 hrs / 75 kW
Total Fixed Cost
$60,000
Variable O&M Cost
$0.01/kWh
Fuel Cost
$0.19 /kWh
Total Dispatch Cost:
$0.20 /kWh
Carbon Tax
$0.35 /kWh
Maximum Number to Purchase
2

Table 4

Large Backup Generator
Usable Capacity
1000 kWh
Duration/Max Power
4 hrs / 250 kW
Total Fixed Cost
$200,000
Variable O&M Cost
$0.01/kWh
Fuel Cost
$0.18 /kWh
Total Dispatch Cost:
$0.19 /kWh
Carbon Tax
$0.30
Maximum Number to Purchase
1

Demand response was also included as an option for the feeder based on the assumption that there were
both homes and commercial loads on the feeder that have capability to temporarily reduce their load.
The costs assumed for demand response is $231/ kW per year for small increments and $171/ kW per
year for larger increments, which reflects a 3-year sum of annual cost estimates for these demand
response product types estimated by the Northwest Power and Conservation Council for its 7 th Power
Plan.
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Table 5

Small Demand Response
Usable Capacity
Duration/Max Power
Total Fixed Cost
Dispatch Cost:
Maximum Number to Purchase
Large Demand Response
Usable Capacity
Duration/Max Power
Total Fixed Cost
Dispatch Cost:
Maximum Number to Purchase

160 kWh
4 hrs / 400 kW
$9,240
$0.65
2
200 kWh
2 hrs / 100 kW
$17,100 [22]
$0.60
6

Methodology
The model was built using Microsoft Excel and the OpenSolver add-in to accommodate the number of
decision variables and constraints used, 2058 and 2350, respectively. The model was linear and used the
default COIN-OR linear solver set to a branch and bound tolerance of 2% as shown in Figure 3. Figure 4
displays information about the solution, which required 446 iterations for the base case.
Figure 3: Solver Properties
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Figure 4: Optimization Results for Base Case

The study method for characterizing feeder reliability requirements and the impact DER production has
on the distribution feeder is depicted in the Figure 5 below. For our analysis, it involves three
characteristics denoted by the rectangle shape distinguished by capital letters:

•

Attributes of distribution feeder and DER (A)

•

Energy Analysis (B)

•

Cost Benefit Analysis (C)

Figure 5: Model Flow Diagram
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Because the DER potential available for each feeder will be a constraining factor, and will be different for
each feeder, an essential implementation component will be to assess the supply curve representing the
quantity of each DER type that will be available for model selection at a given price. This assessment will
also constitute a key milestone because the model will be able to determine if a feasible solution exists
with a given DER availability set and specific load service requirements. If a feasible solution is not reached,
and If greater DER quantities are available at higher cost, those revised inputs may be incorporated into
additional iterations as sensitivity analyses that will result in new cost/benefit results.

Optimization Model Representation
The goal of this model is to minimize the cost for the overall DER portfolio, thus our objective function
works to minimize both the capital cost that represents the purchase of the resource and the variable
cost, or cost per hour of dispatch of the resource.
Objective Function:
Minimize total cost 𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 which equals:
[the integer quantity 𝑄 of each resource 𝑖 deployed in each time interval 𝑡

The sum of

multiplied by the discrete fixed cost 𝐶 for each resource]
[the $/kWh variable cost 𝑉of each resource 𝑖 multiplied by the kW dispatch

Plus the sum of

quantity 𝐷 of each resource 𝑖 in each hour ℎ in each time interval 𝑡]

𝑛

𝑚

𝑛

𝑝

𝑚

𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = ∑ ∑ 𝐶𝑖,𝑡 𝑄𝑖,𝑡 + ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑉𝑖,ℎ,𝑡 𝐷𝑖,ℎ,𝑡
𝑖=1 𝑡=1

𝑖=1 ℎ=1 𝑡=1

In other words, the fixed cost of installing a DER plus the variable cost of dispatching those DERs for a
number of hours.
Where:
𝑖: 𝑠 = 1, 𝑛 = 7
𝑡: 𝑠 = 1, 𝑚 = 10
ℎ: 𝑠 = 1, 𝑝 = 48
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Objective Function Notes:
A time interval t represents one year. Within each year, p hours will be considered, and may consist of
multiple day types, e.g., summer and winter by placing different constraints on certain values of p, e.g.,
(1 – 24) and (25 – 48).
Variable Definitions:
𝑖 = 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒
ℎ = ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟
𝑡 = 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙
𝑄𝑖,𝑡 = 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑖 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝑡
𝐶𝑖 = 𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑖
𝐷𝑖 = 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑖 𝑡𝑜 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ
𝐿ℎ = 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟 ℎ
𝑉𝑖,ℎ = 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑖 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟 ℎ
𝐸𝑖 = 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛 𝑘𝑊ℎ 𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑖
𝑀𝑖,𝑡 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑖 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝑡
𝑁𝑖,ℎ,𝑡 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑖 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑛 𝑏𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑡 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟 ℎ 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝑡
𝐾𝑖, = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛 𝑘𝑊 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑖
Constraints:
𝐷𝑖,ℎ,𝑡 ≤ 𝑄𝑖,𝑡 𝑥 𝐾𝑖
Dispatch, D, of resource 𝑖 in hour ℎ in interval 𝑡 is less than or equal to the amount Q of each resource 𝑖
in interval 𝑡 that produces power Ki.
𝑛

∑ 𝐷𝑖,ℎ ≥ 𝐿ℎ , ∀ ℎ
𝑖=1

Sum of the dispatch quantity, D, for resource 𝑖 in hour ℎ is greater than or equal to the exceedance, L, in
hour ℎ for all ℎ.
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𝑝

∑ 𝐷𝑖,ℎ ≤ 𝐸𝑖 , ∀ 𝑖
ℎ=1

The sum of the dispatch quantity of resource 𝑖 in hour ℎ is less than or equal to the amount of energy
available for all resources 𝑖.
𝑄𝑖,𝑡 ≤ 𝑀𝑖,𝑡
Amount, Q, of resource 𝑖 in time interval 𝑡 in less than or equal to maximum amount of resource, M, that
can be purchased 𝑖 in time interval 𝑡.
𝐷𝑖,ℎ ≤ 𝑁𝑖,ℎ
Dispatch quantity, D, for resource 𝑖 in hour ℎ is less than or equal to maximum amount of power, N, of
resource 𝑖 that can be dispatched in hour ℎ.

Limitations
Certain limitations are present in the current stage of our model and process implementation, related to
data access and linkage with additional analysis needed to obtain the most effective model inputs. The
following limitations were identified, and selected model improvements are suggested below.
•

Inputs assume the same fixed cost for each year. If DERs are added later, we do not model DER
capital cost reduction potential due to technology improvements or other factors.

•

No carrying cost benefit for deferral of purchase. The model does not currently incorporate time
value of money across the 3-year planning horizon.

•

Inputs assume no degradation of resources: assume they perform the same every year, (assume
battery gets recharged), and that battery capacity and energy capability does not decrease over
time.

•

Battery charging assumptions. The model currently assumes sufficient feeder capacity and energy
is available to charge the deployed batteries overnight. A needed improvement is implementation
of charging logic to ensure that feeder capacity was never exceeded.

•

Inputs assume gross capital DER cost, not net DER cost from the utility perspective.

•

The model uses hourly data, and does not account for intra-hour dynamics such as short duration
load increases that may overload equipment that have short-duration emergency ratings.
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Future Model Improvements
In constructing the model and conducting the analysis, we identified several improvements that may be
implemented during a future model redevelopment project to improve performance and real-world
applicability.

Contiguous Dispatch Capability
One issue encountered with dispatch of some resource types is the necessity for contiguity across all
intervals when the resource was dispatched. For example, commercial implementations of demand
response typically face this requirement – it may be difficult to dispatch DR for one hour, turn it off the
next, and then resume in a third hour, for example. In order to require the model to enforce dispatch
continuity for some resources, a linking constraint is needed to force the model select a binary result for
every dispatch interval, then a logic equation is needed to relate all of these binary results such that ail
discontinuous outcomes are filtered out.

DER Net Cost Study & DER Supply Curve Derivation
Because DERs are only needed for peak-load reliability for a very small number of hours per year, and they
may be useful and generate benefits for the remainder of year, these benefits derived during that time
by DER owners may allow for lower cost utility procurement of reliability services.
In addition to net DER costs, an assessment of the quantity of DERs available is an input to which the
optimization model may be very sensitive. Because the quantity available will often be subject to the price
the utility is willing to pay, creation of a DER supply curve will accurately reflect the full range of DER
options available to the utility.
It is expected that this study would be conducted as a separate component using a new modeling
methodology, and the results would become inputs to the current model and take the form of a new
group of sensitivity analyses.

Model Extensibility
The model may be expanded to consider more than the current 48 hours, additional years, and additional
DER types. Depending on the application, an analysis that considers a greater number of peak days may
be needed.
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Results and Analysis
The model was run for three cases, one base case and two sensitivity cases, as described below. The final
mix of distributed energy resources for the base case can be found in Figure 6. Multiple resources of each
time were chosen up front to cover the first set of peak days, then one to two were added each additional
time period to keep up with the increase in demand.
Figure 6: Base Case Portfolio Results

It was found that the model trended towards demand response. This is likely due to the high start-up costs
of battery energy storage. Because the model only simulates a total of four peak days a year, the lower
dispatch cost of storage does not make up for the high capital costs. It was also found that although solar
has a dispatch cost of $0.00/kW it was not chosen initially. This is because the winter load is at the same
level or higher as the summer load so enough resources must be chosen to cover the full winter load
without utilizing solar. The resources chosen for winter will then also cover the full summer load.
The total minimized cost for the base case was $976,549. This may or may not be the best option for the
utility, depending on the cost of upgrading a feeder. This model can be used as a benchmark to evaluate
the projected cost of an upgrade against adding distributed resources. In some areas, upgrading the
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feeder may require new power poles, a new substation, or extensive permitting, which can be costly and
difficult to find land for. In these cases, adding a portfolio of distributed resources, or even offering
additional rebates for homeowners and businesses to add these resources may be cheaper.

Sensitivity Analysis
Two sensitivity analyses were performed, one representing a significant increase in summer electricity
demand on the study feeder, and another representing a carbon price applied to electricity generators.

High Carbon Case
The high carbon case was included to test whether a $50 per ton carbon price applied to electricity
generators would affect the outcome. $50 per ton was chosen to reflect the middle of the range Social
Cost of Carbon estimate calculated by the EPA. [23] The overall DER portfolio was not significantly changed
by application of a carbon price. This backs up the analysis that the capital cost is what drives the resource
selection. Despite higher diesel generating costs, the load on four days a year in a three year period do
not allow the storage to make up the difference of its high start-up cost. This implies that the cost of
battery storage at both the residential scale and utility scale, need to continue to lower to make them
more widely adopted.

High Summer Load Case
The high summer load case is important to analyze due to load growth trends occurring for utilities in the
area, which are seeing summer load increase relative to winter loads due to adoption of cooling and air
conditioning equipment. Our sensitivity for this case shows a significantly higher cost when summer peak
loads are approximately 200 kW higher than those in the winter. This forces the model to select resources
to serve the summer load that may not be needed in the winter. One of these resource types is solar,
which is not selected in the base case, but is able to contribute to the high summer load case with the
solar PV production profiles we used. It should be noted that these solar profiles carry a different risk
profile than the other DERs, due to the variable production of solar, even in summer months.
The disproportionately increased cost between the base case and the increased summer load indicates
there is likely a “sweet spot” for upgrading vs. investing in DERs. If an upgrade can be avoided and the
exceedance of the feeder is low, DERs can provide a cost effective alternative, but if the feeder load will
continue to grow significantly, the investment of additional distribution lines and substation equipment
may be cheaper.
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Figure 7 and Figure 8 below show the difference in portfolio dispatch between the base case and high
summer load cases.
Figure 7: Base Case Summer Load Profile & DER Portfolio Dispatch Levels.

Figure 8: High Summer Load Case Summer Load Profile & DER Dispatch Levels
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Figure 9 contains a summary of the sensitivity analysis, showing the total nameplate kW selected for each
resource type and the differences between the cases. In all cases, energy limitations imposed on the
resources required the model to select an additional number of resources, which is why the total kW
capacity selected far exceeds the feeder capacity need for any single interval.
Figure 9: Sensitivity Analysis Results Summary

Base Case
Total Cost

High Carbon
Case

High Summer
Load Case

$976,549

$991,220

$2,410,043

Capacity
Selected (kW)
S1
S2
BUG1
BUG2
DR1
DR2
Solar

35
100
300
250
80
1000
0

40
100
300
250
80
1000
0

0
600
375
0
200
1100
82

Total

1765

1770

2357

Conclusions
The model and methodology presented here are one component of a larger planning process that is
needed to utilize DERs and implement distribution resource planning by a distribution utility or other
organization with planning responsibility.
The model successfully solves within the given constraints and inputs to arrive upon an optimum DER
portfolio over a 3-year planning horizon. Further insight was gained by the application of sensitivity
analyses which allowed us observe trends in how the optimum resource types differ when inputs are
changed. The ability for the model to consider both capital costs and variable costs is important due to
the capital cost intensive nature of feeder capacity expansion.
Although we used hypothetical feeder characteristics and publicly available DER attributes, the model
obtained results that are a proof of concept for real-world applicability given commercially valid DER cost
information and accurate distribution feeder performance characteristics.
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